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Articles

Yehuda Adar and Pietro Sirena

Principles and Rules in the Emerging European Contract Law: From the PECL to the CESL, and Beyond

Abstract: Legal principles play an important role in any system of law. Following the European Court of Justice, the treaties of the European Union have embraced the concept of “principles of law”, mainly as a means to guarantee individual and human rights in public and constitutional law. More recently, however, the ECJ has come to recognize as “general principles” private law and contract law norms and values. Furthermore, the notion of “principles” has played a key role in impressive unification projects which aimed to promote harmonization of national contract laws in Europe, such as the PECL (“Principles of European Contract Law”) and the DCFR (Draft Common Frame of Reference). The proposed Common European Sales Law (CESL) also opens with a separate chapter dedicated to “General Principles” of contract law. The article invites the reader to think more carefully and critically about the role played by alleged “principles” in the law generally, and in the evolving European law of contract in particular. Part II points out the instability and vagueness of the concept of a legal “principle”. Part III presents an original theoretical model which aims to reduce the inherent vagueness surrounding the concept and the distinction between legal rules and legal principles. The model suggests that while principles do often differ from rules in other respects as well [e.g., in their substantive content or analytical structure], these common distinctions fail to capture the most essential difference between principles and rules, which lies in their sharply distinct political function. Part IV applies this general thesis to the multi-level constitutional architecture of European law, coming to the conclusion that the principles of European private law are those common core norms which are shared by the laws of most Member States (ius commune Europaeum). Part V applies and illustrates this claim on the various instruments by which the Union has attempted to promoted the unification of contract law around Europe. Part VI concludes by claiming that the European principles, including that of subsidiarity, are best understood as a balancing device by which the Union adjusts the level of regulation between legislature and courts on the one hand, and between the supranational and national powers on the other.
Résumé: Les principes juridiques jouent un rôle important dans tout système juridique. Suivant la Cour européenne de Justice, les traités de l'Union européenne ont adopté le concept de "principes de droit", surtout comme un moyen de garantir les droits individuels et humains en droit public et constitutionnel. Plus récemment, cependant, la CJUE en est venue à reconnaître comme "principes généraux" du droit privé et du droit des contrats des normes et des valeurs. Plus encore, la notion de "principes" a joué un rôle clé dans d'impressionnants projets d'unification qui visent à promouvoir l'harmonisation des droits des contrats nationaux en Europe, tels que les FDEC (principes du droit européen des contrats) et le projet de CCR (Cadre commun de référence). Le projet de règlement européen sur la vente s'ouvre aussi sur un chapitre spécial dédié aux "principes généraux" du droit des contrats. Cet article invite le lecteur à penser de façon plus attentive et plus critique le rôle joué par ces principes "principes" en droit en général, et dans l'évolution du droit européen des contrats en particulier. La deuxième partie souligne l'instabilité et le caractère vague du concept de "principe juridique". La troisième partie présente un modèle théorique original qui vise à réduire le caractère vague inhérent au concept et à la distinction entre règles juridiques et principes juridiques. Le modèle suggère qu'aux plus de principes différents souvent des règles également d'autres aspects (par exemple dans leur contenu substantiel ou dans leur structure analytique), ces distinctions communes manquent à capturer la différence la plus essentielle entre les principes et les règles, qui résident dans leur fonction politique radicalement différente. La quatrième partie applique cette théorie générale à l'architecture constitutionnelle multi-niveaux du droit européen, arrivant à la conclusion que les principes du droit européen des contrats sont ces normes essentielles communes qui sont partagées par les droits de la plupart des États membres (ius commune Europaeum). La cinquième partie applique et illustre cette thèse à propos des instruments variés par lesquels l'Union a essayé de promouvoir l'unification du droit des contrats en Europe. La sixième partie conclut en soutenant que les principes européens, incluant celui de subsidiarité, sont mieux compris comme un instrument de proportionnalité par lequel l'Union ajuste le niveau de régulation entre la législation et les tribunaux d'une part, et entre les pouvoirs supranationaux et nationaux d'autre part.
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1 Introduction

In this article, rather than focusing on any specific rule or principle of European contract law, we share with the reader a few reflections on the meaning and functions of 'principles' and 'rules' in the evolution of a unified or harmonized European Contract law.
Legal principles play an important role in any system of law. The practice of describing certain legal norms as 'principles' is pervasive. For centuries, courts, in both common law and civil law jurisdictions, have relied on so-called 'principles' or morality, justice or law as a source of inspiration for interpreting the law and for resolving concrete disputes. Academics often make reference to 'principles' when they describe or explain the essence of a certain field of law. Lawyers often rely on presumably established principles when they construct legal arguments, either positive or normative. Finally, in modern times, national legislators have come to recognize the importance of 'principles' and have incorporated the concept of 'principles' into their legal systems' constitutions.

The use of principles transcends the limits of national or domestic legal orders. 'Principles' play a prominent role in international and European conventions regarding human rights. In recent decades, the European Court of Justice has developed a rich jurisprudence of 'general principles' of Community or Union law. In recent years these principles have found their way into the treaties of the European Union, which make a pervasive use of the concept of 'principles'.

In Europe, the use of principles was, in the past, largely limited to the field of constitutional and administrative law. Here, alongside substantive principles reflecting basic human rights (eg, human dignity, equality, freedom of religion, etc) additional institutional principles have been developed so as to provide the citizens of the Union with an effective and fair system of enforcement (eg the principles of primacy, effectiveness, proportionality, etc). More recently, however, one can identify a growing willingness to recognize as 'general principles' values which were traditionally thought of as private law principles. First, in recent years, while resolving public law disputes, the European Court of Justice has made several references to what it regarded as 'general principles of civil law' (eg, the principle of full compensation for violation of European Union's law, the principle of good faith, and the principle against unjust enrichment).

Second, in resolving purely private law disputes (eg, consumer protection cases), the European Court of Justice has relied on contract law principles such as party autonomy and pacta sunt servanda.

Finally, important 'soft law' instruments, reflecting efforts by the European community to harmonize and unify the contract laws of its member states, make explicit reference to certain presumed 'principles' of European contract law. In the project known as the 'Principles of European Contract Law' (PECL), the term

---

1 See eg A. Scalla, 'The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules' University of Chicago Law Review 56 (1989) 1175, at 1185: 'The establishment of broadly applicable general principles is an essential component of the judicial process. Most revealing is a statement made by Jean-Jacques-André Portail, the well-known drafter of the Code civil, during the discussion of its Tête préliminaire in the session of the Conseil État de 26 thermidor an XV: Peu de causes son susceptibles d'être décides par un texte précis; c'est par les principes généraux, par la doctrine, par la science du droit qu'on a toujours prononcé sur la plus des contestations. Le Code civil ne dispense pas de ces connaissances; au contraire il les suppose'.

2 See eg: Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (the terms 'principles' or 'principle' appearing 14 times); Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (3 times); Constitution of the Italian Republic (17 times); France Constitution (14 times); Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany (25 times); Constitution of the Republic of China (7 times); Constitution of the Argentine Nation (9 times).


4 See infra, IV B.


7 Eg, case 25/70 Estler [1970] ECR 1161, at 1175 (principle of proportionality); case 13/61, Bosch & van Rijn [1962] ECR 45, at 52 (principle of legal certainty).


10 Hartkamp, n 8 above, at 256-257.

11 See infra, V A.
of our previous assumptions, consider them not as mere academic exercises, but as recognitions of a part of the pre-existing European private law tradition. Attention is paid also to the forthcoming CESL and to the place of principles and rules in the directives.

Part VI offers a sketch of the subtle and challenging implications which the distinction between principles and rules might have on the crucial question of the appropriate further development of European law. In particular, we claim that the principles, including that of subsidiarity, should be understood as a tool by which the Union adjusts the level of regulation between legislature and courts on the one hand, and between the supranational and national powers on the other.

II Principles in the Law – a Phenomenon in Search of A Definition

Notwithstanding the pervasive use of the concept in legal discourse, the very notion of a ‘principle’ and the role of this concept within a legal order are far from clear. Judicial decisions which make reference to ‘principles’ do not often clarify the features which make a certain norm, on which the Court relies, a legal principle. The same is to a lesser extent true also with respect to legal scholarship. Writers dealing with the phenomenon of legal principles emphasize different aspects or characteristics of ‘principles’ or ‘general principles’, and have described them in different ways. Tentative, overlapping, and to some extent contradictory definitions have been offered in the literature. Rarely will a scholar dealing with the role of principles in the law commit to any precise test or definition, by which legal principles can be clearly distinguished from legal rules.14

This should by no means be read as a claim that a serious controversy exists over the typical features of legal principles. On the contrary, there seems to be a wide consensus among lawyers, judges and scholars, that most legal principles share a number of typical traits.

First, most of us would probably agree that legal principles contain normative imperatives, and that these imperatives overlap considerably with basic moral or social values which most citizens in a given society will respect.  

Second, most would probably agree that principles, as opposed to other legal norms, are relatively abstract. This, in turn, will mean that legal principles are relevant, i.e., are potentially applicable, to a comparatively wide range of factual situations, compared to ordinary legal rules, which often contain rather specific normative imperatives. Third, and closely related to the last feature is the common presumption that the normative message conveyed by a legal principle is often vague and uncertain, compared to that of other legal norms. Fourth, and in strong connection with the features mentioned above, principles are often thought of as having a high normative status within the legal system. Describing a certain legal norm or institution as a ‘principle’ will most often reflect an underlying presumption that for some reason or another the norm concerned is highly regarded compared to other legal norms within the legal system. This may be either because the so called ‘principle’ embodies a fundamental moral or social value, because it reflects a time-honored and thus entrenched legal norm or practice, or due to the belief that principles have an important impact on other legal norms.

Fifth, it is often suggested that, as opposed to ordinary legal rules, principles have historically developed as an unwritten, that is, uncodified, non-statutory source of law. As such, they do not ordinarily appear as legislative commands, but rather are formulated and recognized as legally binding by judges and commentators. Sixth, there seems to be a consensus among writers that principles are used by the judiciary to understand and assess the validity of other, less abstract, legal norms. More particularly, principles are ideas which serve to justify, explain, refine or invalidate other legal norms which the legal system has previously recognized. Thus, principles may be relied upon in the process of interpreting existing legal rules or of providing justification to existing legal doctrine. They may inspire courts in the creation of new legal norms. Finally, in certain legal

18 De Witte, n 17 above.
19 See infra, text to n 17–19.
20 Principles have been reconceptualized directly to the brocade of Roman law which have been handed down by the Justinian compilation and have represented from the Middle Ages on the basis of teaching and understanding (private) law. Therefore, it has been maintained that they would have a meta-historical nature, thus considering them as partaking in the ‘eternal’ question of natural law. See H. Coing, Grundzüge der Rechtspölitik (4th ed, Berlin: de Gruyter, 1985) 206–207 and earlier H. Coing, Naturrecht als wissenschaftliches Problem (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1965) 22 et seq.
21 T. Tridimas, The General Principles of EC Law (2nd ed, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006) 1: ‘Such reference [to general principles of law] usually connotes principles which are unwritten ...’. See also De Witte, n 17 above, at 143, defining the General Principles of EC law as ‘unwritten principles, recognized by the European Court of Justice’.
22 According to Tridimas, n 21 above, at 1 a principle of law, as opposed to a rule, underlies a rule and explains the reasons for its existence ... [principles] provide justification for concrete rules.’ The a relies the statement on Sir G. Finzi-Maurice, ‘The General Principles of International Law’ Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law 7 (1957) 92. The role of principles as interpretive instruments is discussed in J. Raz, ‘Legal Principles and the Limits of Law’ Yale Law Journal 81 (1972) 823, 839–840.
23 Tridimas, n 21 above, at 1: ‘[A] principle is a general proposition of law of some importance from which concrete rules derive.’ See also Raz, n 22 above, at 840–841.
systems, principles may even be used to review the validity, or at least limit the application, of specific legal rules.  

So, there seems to be a significant number of features which most lawyers and scholars would conceive of as characteristic of legal principles. At the same time, however, it seems quite impossible to pinpoint any single feature or element which all would accept as the most predominant feature of legal principles. In other words, it is hard to find a single test or criterion, which can be accepted as both a necessary and a sufficient condition for a concrete legal norm to be properly considered a legal principle.

To illustrate the point, take for example, the so called European community principles of subsidiarity, primacy and sincere cooperation. Notwithstanding their vital importance for the proper functioning of the European Union and their comprehensive character, it would seem to us non-intuitive, if not altogether artificial, to conceptualize these presumed principles of European law as a reflection of fundamental moral or social values. Does this mean that these basic tenets of European law are not principles at all, or rather that a legal norm does not have to reflect social morality in order to qualify as a legal principle?

Similarly, take the most commonly presumed feature of principles, namely, that of abstractness or comprehensiveness. The duty to compensate for loss wrongfully caused (sometimes known as the principle of full compensation or of restitutio in integrum) is considered a basic tenet of tort law in most legal systems. Is this a legal rule, a legal principle, or both? There is little doubt that the norm is consistent with basic moral and social precepts. It is also fairly abstract, as its scope of application depends on vague concepts such as 'unlawfulness', 'reasonableness', 'damage', etc. On the other hand, the norm does include a relatively concrete command (to pay compensation) and defines, if only in very broad terms, the conditions under which this command becomes operative. In this respect the norm seems more like a general rule (or a standard) rather than a principle. What, then, is the appropriate jurisprudential classification of this common tenet of tort law?

Then again, moving to the sphere of contract law, take for example the norm under which only a serious ('fundamental') breach of contract would generally justify a termination of the contract by the aggrieved party. Is this norm a rule, a standard or a principle? On the one hand, it is an important and long-established norm of contract law in many legal systems. The norm is also fairly abstract and vague. And yet, many contract scholars would probably hesitate to define this norm, important as it may be, as a principle of contract law.

What, then, is the distinguishing feature of a legal principle? More particularly, how should we understand the notion of 'principles', as opposed to other types of legal norms (rules, standards, etc), in the context of the evolving European contract law? Finally, and most importantly, why is it important to answer these questions in the first place? What can be gained — or lost — by describing a certain legal norm of contract law as a 'principle' of European contract law? Which purposes may such a jurisprudential classification serve?

The remainder of the article is an endeavor to offer some tentative answers to some of these intriguing questions.

III Rules and Principles — The Distinction Redefined

A Outline

In this part of the article, we construct a theoretical framework which contains an analytic and a critical aspect. It is analytic in that it advocates a clear theoretical separation between three different but nevertheless interconnected distinctions between rules and principles. It is critical in that it aims to emphasize the vital importance of one of these three distinctions, the usefulness of which has not been sufficiently appreciated in the literature.

The expected contribution of the model we propose is twofold. First, it assists us in establishing the claim that the most commonly accepted attributes of principles (namely, abstractness, conclusiveness and moral content) do not capture their most essential quality. Second, the model assists us in explaining why, notwithstanding this claim, in a national legal order, a strong affinity or correla-
tion will very often exist between this essential feature and the other presumed attributes of legal principles. This common correlation obscures the fact that moral content, abstractness and conclusiveness are only typical but not essential attributes of legal principles.

B Principles Redefined

In our view, the single most important feature of legal principles has to do neither with their analytical structure, nor with their substantive content. Rather, it has to do with their distinctive function within a legal system and with their source. The recognition of a certain norm as a legal principle represents a unique lawmaking technique. This technique is a conscious process through which a competent agent (typically a legislator or a court) gives official legal recognition to a certain pre-existing norm, which presumably is already widely accepted by the members of the group subjected to that norm. In a nutshell, a legal principle is the product of a justificatory process through which an official agent of the political sovereign (typically a legislator or a judge) justifies the absorption of an apparently new legal norm into the legal system by depicting it as a merely a restatement of an already widely recognized norm.

C Rules Redefined

Legal rules represent a radically different technique for the incorporation of norms into a legal system. Unlike a principle, announcing a rule is not merely an act of declaration. Rather, by its very nature, a rule represents an imposition. By enacting a rule, the political sovereign, through its authorized representatives, constitutes a new norm, regardless of the degree to which that norm has already been accepted by the community subject to the ruler’s laws. Put differently, a rule may be defined as the product of a process through which a competent agent (typically a legislator or a court) manifests its will to impose on its subjects a norm which may well contradict their practices, customs, values and beliefs.

A brief look at the semantics and etymology of the terms ‘rule’ and ‘principle’ renders some support to the propositions just made. To rule, in the English language, is to govern, to reign or to control other people.27 A principle, on the other hand, is a word of Latin origin (‘principium’), which means an origin or a beginning.28 The close semantic connection between the literal meaning and the definition we propose is almost self-evident. To enact a principle is to look backwards at the origins of the norm which the principle merely restates. To rely on a principle is merely to approve and acknowledge what is presumably already a recognized truth. Enacting a rule, on the other hand, is a forward looking process. It reflects the sovereign will not to declare, but rather to dictate and impose a constitutive norm upon the subjects. A rule is not intended to reinforce an existing valued norm or practice, but rather to bring about a change in the conduct of those subject to the sovereign’s laws.

D The Role of Principles in Law: A Principle as A Legitimating Instrument

Human lawmaking is a social process through which a sovereign political entity aims to achieve certain goals by influencing the conduct of those subject to its laws. In order to do so, the political sovereign must lay down effective norms of conduct, ie, normative imperatives that will be widely obeyed by those at which they are directed.

The simplest and most direct way to affect human conduct by legal norms is to formulate and enforce what H.L.A. Hart called ‘primary rules’ or ‘rules of duty’. Rules of duty are specific conditional orders, ie, norms defining the circumstances or conditions under which a certain person (or class of persons) is required to act (or to refrain from acting) in a certain predetermined way. A more sophisticated method by which a legal system may influence human conduct is to lay down ‘secondary rules’ or ‘rules of power’. These norms do not demand action (or inaction). Rather, they enable agents (either private or public) to bring about an effective change in their own legal position or the legal position of others, provided that certain requirements are met. Thus, while the tort duty to compensate for wrongfully caused loss is a primary rule or a rule of duty, the norm limiting the power of termination to fundamental breach is a secondary rule or a rule of power.29

To achieve obedience and effectiveness, both duty norms and norms granting legal power must be backed with a corresponding legal outcome, which will create a sufficiently strong incentive to fulfill the duty imposed or to take into account the relevant rules of power. As regards duty rules, most frequently the outcome will be a negative sanction which, ideally, will be imposed for any failing to fulfill one's duties. Similarly, certain outcomes must attach to one's following - or one's failing to follow - the rules of power. For example, failing to follow the rules on formation of contracts will result in a failure to bring about a voluntary change in one's legal position, while following these rules of power will enable contracting parties to create or modify enforceable rights and duties.

In practice, however, no sanctioning system is ever perfect. The incentives created by the sovereign's norms and by the operation of the mechanisms established for their enforcement are often insufficient to guarantee a satisfactory level of compliance. A legal system, especially one based on a liberal philosophy, cannot rely solely on deterrence. It must look for additional ways to encourage obedience to and reliance on the law. One such technique is to install in society a minimal sense of respect for the law in general, and for its concrete imperatives (i.e., the primary and secondary rules).

We believe that attaining this sense of respect and legitimacy towards the legal system is the main function of recognizing legal principles. As we explained, a principle is nothing more than an official proclamation giving formal recognition to a certain preexisting norm which society already presumably respects. A court of law pronouncing a principle and a legislator enacting a statute proclaiming a principle, establishes a highly visible link between the official body of rules and institutions to which society is subject by law and the non-official social norms which constitute the common core of values shared by that society. A citizen bound solely by an effective system of rules will probably obey those rules, if only for fear of being sanctioned for not doing so. A citizen bound by both rules and legal principles reflecting norms which he already respects may feel less obliged -

and more obligated - to obey the rules and to accept the social institutions which create, modify and enforce them.

In our view, this legitimizing function is the single most important feature of legal principles. Undeniably, as will be explained shortly, a recurrent feature of principles is their comprehensiveness or abstractness, as well as their tendency to converge with highly regarded moral or social values. Indeed, these features are most necessary if the link to the most highly regarded values of the community - which most often can be defined only in very abstract terms - is to be preserved.

And yet, in our view, these common features of legal principles are not as essential as they are often believed to be. The most essential feature of legal principles lies not in their analytical structure or in their specific content, but rather in their political function. That function is, once again, the forming of a stable and reliable bridge between the body of official injunctions which may be laid down by the political power at any given moment (through either legislation or adjudication), and the non-official community norms of the society subject to these binding commands.

E The Correlation between the Function of Principles and Their Other Common Attributes

1 The Substantive Level: Are Principles Necessarily 'Moral'?

As noted earlier, it is commonly presumed that an intimate connection exists between principles and highly regarded social values. What is the source of this common association? Does it reflect an intrinsic connection inherent in the very

---

32 The point is further discussed infra, III E.
33 Our definition requires two clarifications. First, we should recognize the possibility that a norm which the legislator intended to adopt as a principle (or even defined as a 'principle') would be later interpreted by a court (rightly or wrongly) as a rule and vice versa (a norm designated to be a rule is interpreted as a principle). Second, we must bear in mind that not every norm which purports to be a 'principle' is indeed one. For example, a legislator or a court can, deliberately or by mistake, label a certain legal norm a 'principle', while in fact this norm fails to match any widely accepted social norm. In such cases, the legislator or the court will impose what in essence is a rule under the guise of a 'principle'. Notable is that distilling concrete operable rule from general principles of law common to the member states is not a mechanical recognition of an already ascertained reality, but anyway a process of value judgment and choice, in which the ECJ has to take into account also implicit and potential consistencies among the Member States' laws (see infra, VI A).
concept of a legal principle, or is it merely a contingent feature which though often present, is not an essential feature of legal principles?

Influential theorists have argued that legal principles are to be distinguished not only from legal rules, but also from legal policies, that is, social or political goals which do not necessarily reflect moral considerations. Ronald Dworkin, for one, emphasized in his general theory of law the distinction between a 'policy', which he defined as a standard setting out a political or social goal to be achieved, and a 'principle', which is a standard to be observed because it highlights a 'requirement of justice or fairness or some other dimension of morality'.

Quite similarly, Harry Wellington has argued that when courts of law resort to 'principles' to justify particular decisions they make, what they are relying on are moral norms which to a large extent correspond to the 'conventional morality of their community. In his view, to rely on a 'principle' is to justify a decision by reference to a preexisting moral ideal of society, rather than by reference to any future outcome which may result from that decision (eg. deterrence or economic growth).

Under these views, principles are different from policies in that they justify decisions by reference to deontological moral values. When a rule or a specific decision is justified by consequentialist reasoning (eg. by reference to notions of deterrence or even the desire to strengthen certain moral values), the reasons or justifications employed are never true legal principles, but rather policies.

In our view, these propositions make much sense in the context of national legal order. Since the conventional morality of any cohesive society (ie. a society which shares a stable set of moral values) is, by definition, a reflection of society's most deeply ingrained social norms, it is only natural to expect that the content of legal principles will, to a considerable extent, overlap with at least some of society's moral conventions.

Nonetheless, we believe that the correlation between principles, properly defined, and deontological morality, is not perfect. In certain societies, it would be possible to imagine a wide and entrenched consensus not only over moral values, but over values and goals which are non-moral, ie. social, political or economic. Imagine, for example, a country which suffers from a persistent drought problem, and in which most citizens have for centuries enjoyed only an extremely limited water supply. It does not seem farfetched to assume that in such a society to 'avoid wasting water' would in due course turn into an entrenched and widely respected societal norm. Nonetheless, such a norm would clearly not reflect a restatement of any deontological moral value. Rather, it would reflect a social policy, namely, the policy of avoiding waste and to exploit water resources in the most beneficial way to society. Under our definitions, in such a society a statute setting forth that 'the wasting of water is forbidden' would clearly be a legal principle rather than a legal rule, for it would merely restate an entrenched societal norm.

The possible divergence between morality in the strict sense of moral deontology and the concept of a legal principle is demonstrated in the clearest manner in the domain of public administrative law. In most western states, administrative law (and often constitutional law as well) restricts the government's freedom of some economic, political, or social feature of the community... I call a "principle" a standard that is to be observed, not because it will advance or secure an economic, political or social situation deemed desirable, but because it is a requirement of justice or fairness or some other dimension of morality.'

38 Indeed, as long as the problem of water scarcity persists, 'saving water' may remain a most important value, and may even be regarded by some as part of the 'conventional morality' of such society. However, the fact that it will probably no longer retain this status once the water problems of the country are permanently solved demonstrates that it is not a deontological but rather a teleological value, ie. a policy.

39 The classification of the statutory provision may vary if the statute also determined the legal sanction for wasting water. Since moral orders usually fail to attach specific sanctions to specific violations, a law providing for a specific legal sanction would most often reflect a rule rather than a principle (since the sanction would not conform to an already established social norm). In that case the accurate classification of the statute would be of a norm which combines a principle with a rule.
action by subjecting it to norms such as proportionality, equal treatment, transparency, and various norms of procedural justice (eg, the right to be heard). While these norms are often perceived as legal principles, they do not necessarily flow from any deontological moral value. This example also demonstrates that while a strong correlation definitely exists between principles and morality, morality is but one of the substantive sources of legal principles.

2 The Analytical Level: The Formal Structure of Rules and Principles

As noted above, it is a commonplace assumption that rules are specific and concrete, whereas principles are general and abstract. Another important analytical distinction between rules and principles concerns the nature of the normative instruction they give to agents applying the law and to its subjects. According to Ronald Dworkin, whereas a rule, whenever applicable, demands absolute compliance, a principle merely demands consideration, that is, it requires the subject (or the agent applying it) to take the principle into account and to balance it against other conflicting principles. For Dworkin, then, the

40 See eg Schauer, n 29 above, at 13: 'For many, a principle is a principle and not something else just because it is general rather than specific ...'. An important philosopher who based the distinction between rules and principles on their relative degree of specificity is Joseph Raz. See Raz, n 22 above, at 638: 'Rules prescribe relatively specific acts; principles prescribe highly unspecific actions.' Notably, Raz admits that the distinction is not a sharp one, but one of degree (ibidem). Compare N. MacCormick, *Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory* (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978) 155 noting that '[t]he difference is exaggerated.'

41 Unless, of course, for some reason the rule is not a valid rule, or an exception to the rule applies to the particular case under consideration.

42 Dworkin, n 24 above, at 22-38, esp at 23, 24, 25: 'Rules are applicable in an all-or-nothing fashion. If the facts a rule stipulates are given, the either the rule is valid, in which case the answer it supplies must be accepted, or it is not, in which case it contributes nothing to the decision.' ... '[p]rinciples do not set out legal consequences that follow automatically when the conditions provided are met ... A principle ... does not even purport to set out conditions that make its application necessary. Rather, it states a reason that argues in one direction, but does not necessitate a particular decision.' Not all philosophers accept Dworkin's analysis. Frederick Schauer, for example, rejects the view the rules are necessarily conclusive normative imperatives. See supra infra, note 44. Similarly, Joseph Raz has rejected Dworkin's claim that there is a clear logical distinction between these two kinds of norms. Raz, n 22 above, at 642. Dworkin's sharp distinction between principles and rules was further deepened and formally elaborated as a constitutional theory of law. See eg the classical and most influential works of R. Alexy, *Rechtsregeln und Rechtsprinzipien* Archiv für Rechts- und Staatsphilosophie Beiheft 25 (1985) 12; R. Alexy, 'Zum Begriff des Rechtsprinzips' Rechtssoziologie Beiheft 1 (1979) 59; R. Alexy, 'Zur Kritik des Rechtspositivismus' Archiv für Rechts- und Staatsphilosophie Beiheft 37 (1990) 9.

analytical or logical nature of legal principles is inherently different from that of legal rules.

In our view, while these common characterizations may be empirically correct in many cases (or even in most cases) they should not be taken to capture the essence of the distinction between rules and principles. Rather, it is the essential distinction between the diverse functions of rules and of principles outlined above, which explains the strong empirical correlation between rules, specificity and conclusiveness on the one hand, and between principles, abstractness and inconclusiveness on the other hand. Let us explain.

Rules, as we defined them, are norms aimed at influencing human conduct in a direct way so as to adjust the conduct of people in society to the will of the political sovereign. Rules can differ from each other greatly in the level of generality (or specificity) in which they are formulated. At one end of the spectrum we can imagine a legal system in which a rule (properly defined) is nothing more than a particular order issued by an authorized agent to a particular person to carry out a particular act. In theory, the validity of such a particular order (a 'rule', under our definition) need not depend on its conformity with any predetermined standard or criterion. For example, we can imagine a legal system in which the sovereign is in the habit of issuing only very specific orders to specific people, or in which the sovereign authorizes certain agents to give such binding orders. In this way the sovereign rules, that is, dictates, what is to be done by the subjects.

At the other end of the spectrum, one can imagine a system of law which contains only the most generalized and abstract imperatives (eg: 'every citizen must be loyal to the State and its laws' or 'obligations owed by one person to another must be performed in good faith'). In between, one can imagine, and indeed find in every legal system, countless instances of generalized norms ('rules', as many would define such norms), which are neither extremely specific nor extremely abstract, but which lie somewhere in between these two poles.

43 Or legal policies, which in this context are treated by Dworkin as a principle of a specific kind. Dworkin, n 34 above, at 22.

44 This is the definition adopted by Schauer, who in his seminal work on rules defines them as 'entrenched generalizations', the term 'entrenched' being used to denote the fact that rules bind those subject to them only for the reason that they logically apply to them (as opposed to the reason or justification lying behind the rule). Notably, however, Schauer, like us, rejects the view that rules (under his definition) are necessarily specific or even conclusive. Schauer, n 29 above, at 14 ('I take neither specificity, conclusiveness, nor authoritative formulation as necessary conditions for the existence of a mandatory rule').

45 Noteworthy is the fact that a rule can be more or less concrete (or abstract) with respect to each of its three elements, namely, the facts which make it applicable, the normative demand which applies to those facts, and the sanction which attaches to a violation of the rule.
Notwithstanding, as a general proposition, the claim that in many legal systems legal principles are most often constructed and formulated as highly abstract normative imperatives does seem persuasive. The reason for this strong correlation is, we believe, fairly obvious. If we are correct to suggest that rules are enacted or announced in order to achieve compliance and directly affect human conduct, then this will most naturally result in a tendency of those charged with the task of enacting or announcing rules to formulate them 1) as relatively specific norms and 2) as conclusive norms, i.e., norms which must be strictly followed whenever applicable. For example, if a legislator seeks to enhance the level of certainty in the field of real estate transactions, it is only logical to expect that legislator to carefully define the conditions under which a contract for the transfer of real rights in land would be valid. Similarly, if a certain pattern of behavior is to be discouraged, careful attention must be given to the definition of that behavior, the circumstances under which it would be prohibited, and the sanction to be imposed for any transgression.

On the other hand, if, as we claim, principles are enacted or announced in order to legitimize the rules by which people in society are expected to abide, then it is only natural to expect that those principles will be framed in relatively general and abstract terms. For if a principle is to serve its function as a legitimizing instrument, it must conform to certain beliefs, practices or values which are not only shared by most members of society, but are highly regarded and respected by the society. However, in a modern democratic state, especially in a liberal democracy, people are allowed — and even encouraged — to hold radically different views, beliefs and practices. It is therefore often difficult to identify and formulate the core values or goals which all or most members of society endorse. Nonetheless, for a society in which most member shares a common religion, a common language, a shared culture and a shared heritage, such a task is not necessarily doomed from the start. In such a society, it would seem that the best place to start the search for a common core of entrenched norms is society's conventional morality. However, since in a diverse modern society conventional morality is susceptible of being phrased only in very general terms, it is only natural to expect legal principles to reflect this abstractness.49

Furthermore, if our account of the function of legal principles is correct, recognizing a 'principle' is equivalent to a commitment of the lawmaker (be it a judge or a legislator) to the social norms which that principle restates or re-formulates. Conversely, by enacting a rule of law, the lawmaker does not purport to commit to any of society's values, but merely expresses its will to dictate and govern. Therefore, altering or repealing a rule of law would not be regarded by society as a denial of the lawmaker's commitment to society's common morality. Conversely, any altering or repealing of a legal principle would, by necessity, reflect a deviation from what has previously been recognized by the lawmaker as a societal norm to which the lawmaker has committed himself. Such a deviation could easily be understood by society as a denial of the sovereign's commitment to the values underlying the principle he had already recognized. This, in turn, might arouse a strong sense of indignation and reduce the legitimacy of the lawmaker in the eyes of its subjects. Being aware of such a potential outcome, a rational lawmaker will strongly hesitate to introduce changes into norms which have been previously defined as established 'principles'.50

To conclude, because a consensus as to which values are included in society's conventional morality can typically be reached only if those values are formulated in a relatively broad and abstract manner, and because an abstract principle curtails the ability of a lawmaker to legislate much less than a concrete principle (given its inconclusiveness and flexibility), legal principles will most frequently contain relatively abstract normative imperatives.

---

49 If identifying a common value or purpose for society is a difficult task, an even less attainable goal would be to identify a consensus over the particular course of conduct which to which all should conform at any particular situation. For this reason it would often be simply impossible to find a largely specific norm of conduct, which all members of society would highly regard to such a degree that they would be happy to recognize it as a binding legal norm.

50 In addition, recognizing as principles only vague norms is useful, since it allows the legislator to introduce new specific norms with little difficulty to reconcile them with the previously recognized set of principles. In contrast, if the legislator were to recognize as principles concrete legal norms, any change to these norms, no matter how important for the legislator, would arise difficulties, as it would be regarded as a failure to respect the sovereign's commitment to these principles. In order to avoid such an outcome and to retain flexibility in pursuing its goals in the most convenient way, a rational lawmaker would prefer to recognize as 'principles' only the most vague and abstract social norms (e.g. justice, reasonableness, morality, freedom, equality, dignity, respect, etc.). Formulating principles on such a high level of abstraction makes the prospect of a particular rule directly contradicting a recognized principle much less feasible.
IV Moving to the Supranational Level: The Concept and Role of Principles in European Law

A Adjusting the General Model to the Multi-Level Architecture of European Law

As long as the concept of principles is elaborated from the point of view of a general theory of law, it is but an abstract point of reference, which is extremely useful to rationalize the legal discourse, but needs to be challenged in the framework of a positive law. This assumption shall be firstly understood in the sense that it is obviously possible to define what principles are (or at least may be), according to certain conditions, but it would be useless to make up which they are per se, if not as a sheer prediction. Given some specific conditions, any norm may recognize a principle, depending on how it has been provided by the law to which it belongs. Moreover, it should be admitted that even the definition of a principle might be in need of some (secondary) adaptation to the constitutional features of a specific law, something that is especially true at the European level.

51 The view that the content of a principle may be rather specific finds support in Kennedy, n 14 above, at 1689.
52 In China, a person is legally obliged to care for his elderly parents. See Law on Protection of the Rights and Interests of the Aged (1996), exp art 10–19; translation available at http://www.chino.org.cn/english/government/207403.htm. A recent proposal to amend the law so as to add to it a duty to visit one’s parents ‘oftener’ is today under debate in this State. See eg http://www.hbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific/12130140.
53 See supra, III E.

If, different as they may be, national laws in general converge enough to share a single definition of principles, it is at least doubtful that this definition might definitely fit to European law, given that the latter has a very different and specific constitutional architecture, which makes it unique as a legal order, or at least one that radically diverges from the national law of any European State. European law is in fact a supra-national legal order, which includes in itself a part (or eventually even most of) each Member State’s private law, but at the same time sets a general framework into which this European common core is put and made consistent with a new and self-standing point of view.

It follows from the foregoing general part of our work, and as will be further explained, that the multi-level architecture of European law is highly relevant to the issue of its general principles of law, both in order to identify them, and even more fundamentally in order to define them.

B Principles of European Law: The Formal Perspective

In order to examine the question of principles in the context of European law, the most fitting starting point is the Treaty on European Union, which, in combination with the Treaty on the Function of the European Union as well as with some key decisions rendered by the Court of Justice, represents the constitutional underpinning of the entirety of the European legal order.

56 See supra, III E.
57 See infra, IV B and IV C.
C Principles of European Law: The Substantive Perspective

The formal way by which the preamble of the Treaty and its Article 6 paragraph 3 conceptualize the constitutional foundation of general principles tells us much not only about their nature, but also about their roots.

First, at their highest level of constitutional relevance such principles are presented as associated, or even coincident with human rights and fundamental freedoms.

Furthermore, though forming part of the law of the European Union, they are presented as flowing into it from outside (international law as consolidated in the Conventions which bind European States and constitutional traditions which are common to the European States).

An illuminating perspective from which these two basic assumptions may be understood is offered by the well-known theoretical framework that Ronald Dworkin has developed on the field of philosophy and general studies of law. Above all, principles of European law are identified with fundamental rights which the European citizens are given before the Union, and potentially even against the Union. At the highest constitutional level, which is the field where principles may generally show their most genuine nature, they stand as a limit to the legislative and judicial power of the European Union, and point to the purpose of the law itself.

From a more general point of view, this demonstrates that the European Union's law lacks completeness, in the sense that it is not self-standing:62 its...
principles forbid it. It may sound like a paradox, and perhaps it is, but as Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde has explained better than anyone else, modern constitutions prevent any legal order from being closed in itself and self-evident, because peoples' rights precede it.

According to these theoretical and constitutional explanations of modern legal systems, principles of European law should be understood as opposed to rules because of their anti-positivistic nature. Although principles are recognized by the European Union as norms, they are not settled and shaped in their content by its legislative power, but are derived from international law and legal traditions which represent the common core of the Member States' laws.

materie analoghe: se il caso rimane ancora dubbio, si decide secondo i principi generali dell’ordinamento giuridico dello Stato); see B. Sacco, 'I principi generali dei sistemi giuridici europei', in I principi generali del diritto, op cit, 163 et seq. Much more outspoken is the Código civil español of 1889, whose Título preliminar, art 1, without hesitation mentions the general principles among the sources of Spanish law (paragraph 1: Las fuentes del ordenamiento jurídico español son la ley, la costumbre y los principios generales del derecho), although immediately adding that they are applicable only when a specific legal rule or specific use are lacking (paragraph 4: Los principios generales del derecho se aplicarán en defecto de ley o costumbre, sin perjuicio de su carácter informador del ordenamiento jurídico). It is interesting the fact that, during the drafting works of the Italian civil code of 1942, the Government led by Mussolini attempted to make it more consistent with the dictates of fascism by enumerating the general principles of the law in a preliminary chapter (and intending them as the expression of the predominant ideology). The contrary position was however successfully advocated in the 1940 Congress of Piza titled ‘Formulazione legislativa dei principi generali del Diretto’ by the young (but already authoritative) Francesco Sanitro-Passarelli, who was later to become one of the most influential Italian scholars of the 20th century; see P. Rescigno, ‘Conclusioni’, in I principi generali del diritto, op cit, 331 et seq.

63 The famous Böckenförde dilemma sounds 'Der freiherrliche, säkularisierte Staat lebt von Voraussetzungen, die er selbst nicht garantieren kann.' The author further explains: 'Als freiherrlicher Staat kann er einerseits nur bestehen, wenn sich die Freiheit, die er seinen Bürgern gewährt, von innen her, aus der moralischen Substanz des einzelnen und der Harmonie der Gesellschaft, regiert. Anderseits kann er diese inneren Regulierungsstrukturen nicht von sich aus, das heißt, mit dem Mitteln des Rechtszwanges und autoritativem Gebot zu garantieren versuchen, ohne seine Freiheitlichkeit aufzugeben und — auf säkularistischer Ebene — in seinen Totalitätsanspruch zurückzufallen, aus dem er in den konfessionellen Bürgerkrieg herausgeführt hat.' For both quotations see W. Böckenförde, Staat, Gesellschaft, Freiheit. Studien zur Staatslehre und zum Verfassungsrecht (Frankfurt aM: Suhrkamp, 1976) 60.

64 This undeniable assumption may be able to include principles also in a positivist theory of law, depending on what is meant by positivism; on its unambiguously (stronger or weaker) versions from the perspective of private law, see the essays collected in P. Sirena (ed), Oltre il 'positivismo giuridico'. In onore di Angelo Falzesi (Napoli: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 2011), and especially F.D. Busnelli, 'In margine alla "grande dicotomia" diritto civile-diritto naturale. Le alterne fortune del principio generale', ibidem, 49.

At the highest constitutional level which has been so far mainly considered, international law is relevant as consolidated in conventions among States which respect human rights and fundamental freedoms, and for similar reasons the only legal traditions which come into consideration are those referring to constitutional public law. If principles are considered in the broader field of private law, and contract law specifically, the point of view shall be also conveniently widened, so that what should be included are all those norms which, though not written down, are 'common to the laws of the Member States'..

To conclude, principles are the norms of the Union's law which encapsulate the common core of the laws of the Member States and which (with particular regard to subsidiarity and proportionality) create the conditions to apply it at the European level, especially by the Court of Justice. In contrast, rules are those norms of the Union's law which impose a binding norm of conduct irrespective of the laws of the Member States, or even against those laws. As opposed to principles, a rule of the Union's law promotes legal unity by cancelling the differences existing among national laws. In contrast, principles promote the goal of legal unity by reinforcing what those national laws already share in common.

V Principles in the Evolving European Contract Law

A The Principles of European Contract Law (PECL)

Moving from the above proposed framework, it should be admitted that the Principles of European Contract Law and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (PICC) have to be taken seriously when they refer to themselves as principles.65

Both of them do not properly give a definition of principles, but rather imply such a definition. Article 1:101(1) PECL states that they are 'intended to be applied as general rules of contract law in the European Union'. And in the Preamble (Purpose of Principles) of the PICC, first paragraph, it is similarly announced that they 'set forth general rules for international commercial contracts' (underline)

---

65 This formulation has been adopted by the European Court in its decision on unjust enrichment as a principle (ECJ 16 December 2008, case 47/07 (Madsen v Commission) para 57).
66 Similar considerations may be referred also to the Restatements proposed by the American Law Institute, about which see P. Frank, 'The American Law Institute 1923–1938' Hofstra Law Review 26 (1996) 615.
added also here). Such provisions apparently stress the generality of the rules which are set forth by the PECL and the PICC as a criterion to qualify them as principles. However, it is evident that most of them cannot be said to be general at all in relationship to their content, which is instead very specific and circumscribed. They are rather general (and called so) because they are applicable to a contract notwithstanding that it may be a sale, or a loan, etc, and they are contrasted therefore with a possible set of rules which, on the contrary, might be applicable only to single types of contract (sale, loan, etc). In other words, these statements reflect the traditional dialectics between general and particular contract law, which is to be found in most national legal orders (and furthermore in their respective civil and commercial codes).

But this feature is not relevant enough to justify their self-qualification as principles. In this sense, it is rather decisive that they have been drafted as a written consolidation of the common core of the national legal traditions regarding contracts (PECL) and of the so-called lex mercatoria, i.e., the whole of the legal practices which have established themselves in international commerce (PICC). From this point of view (and probably not from others) they well deserve the label of principles which were chosen by their drafters.

In other words, both the PECL and the PICC may be said to be aimed at reflecting a its commune (Europœum, or even more) which in itself exists beyond the power of a specific legislator. Of course, another question is whether the latter will be ready or not to recognize such its commune, mainly depending on its own will; but if it does so, it will have necessarily recognized that such its commune consists of a set of principles which are not the outcome of its own initiative. Importantly, this will be relevant for the purpose of interpreting such principles and determining their content.

B The Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR)

Similar considerations may be applicable to the Draft Common Frame of Reference, which explicitly defines its own content in the terms of Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law. In fact, dealing with the meaning of the word 'principles' through an examination of the above mentioned provisions of the PECL and of the PICC, the Introduction to the DCFR comes to the conclusion that such word has been used there to denote 'rules which do not have the force of law', adding that also in the DCFR itself that meaning applies.

Of course, defining the concept of principles by using the term rules may blur the distinction between the two. However, once elucidated that the DCFR consists of true principles, it should be acknowledged that such definition makes sense, because it aims at distinguishing the broad mass of the common principles contained in the DCFR from those few of them which are all-pervasive and whose balance gives a comprehensive framework to the whole. Compared to the latter, the former have a minor force and structural relevance, though being always principles in the above elucidated meaning.

Particularly after the publication of the influential Principes directeurs du droit européen by the Association Henri Capitant and the Société de legislation.


70 Such understanding of principles has behind a merely negative notion of them, as not being immediately applicable, and at the end as not being norms at all, which has had a considerable fortune in German legal culture; fundamental in that respect has been Esser, n 14 above, at 132-133, followed particularly by C-W. Canaris, Systemdenken und Systembegriff in der Jurisprudenz: Entwückel am Beispiel des deutschen Privatrechts (3rd ed, Berlin: de Gruyter, 1981) 57. This merely negative conception of principles has been however been set aside by the conceptions developed by Dwarkin and Alexy, which understands principles as a species of norms (diverging from rules) (see supra, III E 1). On this assumption, it is worth noting that the its commune (Europœum) which has been consolidated in the DCFR, and already in the PECL, is not a mere scholarly exercise, but represents an existing reality of law, although not consisting of rules in a positivistic sense; see the fundamental explanations by S. Grundmann, Europäisches Schuldvertragsrecht. Das europäische Recht der Unternehmensgeschäfte (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999) 1 et seq. It has been pointed out that they are relevant not only in order to interpret the provisions of the European Union's legislative acts, but also to fill their gaps; although in a more general perspective, see A. Hardtke, 'Principles of Contract Law', in A. Hardtke et al. (eds), Towards a European Civil Code (8th ed, Nijmegen: Ass Arquè Libri, 2004) 29.


72 DCFR, n 71 above, 13-14.

the mention of the 'underlying principles' was introduced in the body of the DCFR, and has also been added to it a self-contained section where four of them are thoroughly explained (freedom, security, justice and efficiency).

C The Directives on European Contract Law and the Common European Sales Law (CESL)

Shifting attention from the so-called 'soft law' of the ius commune to the so-called 'hard law' of the European Union, it should be noted that in its sources principles are implemented or at least evoked only by the above mentioned provisions of the Treaty and by the decisions of the Court of Justice, mainly (even if not only) in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms.47

In contrast, the directives and regulations which have been so far enacted to create a European contract law consist basically of rules, and not of principles. It should be obviously objected that some of the most relevant legislative measures of that kind have been clearly based on good faith (take for instance the directive on abusive contract terms), or on fair dealing (take for instance the directive about unfair commercial practices), but the question to be examined is whether, in those normative context, good faith has been truly considered as a principle, or rather as a rule. It is evident that good faith (even more than fair dealing) has always in itself that peculiar vagueness and elasticity which makes it immediately look like a principle, but according to the general framework that we have developed in the previous paragraphs, it should be accepted that this is not enough to consider it a principle.48 Furthermore, or even first of all, what is relevant is the attitude that the European legislator has demonstrated towards good faith by providing and enhancing it in the above mentioned legislative measures.

Briefly, the vagueness or elasticity of good faith and fair dealing in their respective content is not decisive to consider them as principles, because they have been used by the European legislator in order to impose on the Member States some specific policies which it has been pursuing.

When the directive on standard contract terms mentions 'good faith', what is meant by the European legislator are the specific policies which lie behind that regulation, ie consumer protection. And when 'fair dealing' has lately begun to take its first steps in the directives, at stake were competition protection and market freedom, as specific policies pursued by the European legislator.

This legislative technique is akin to that of principles only if the vagueness and elasticity of the content of the rule is regarded, but they radically diverge in relationship to the attitude of the legislator towards the settlement of the rule.49 In those contexts, therefore, good faith and fair dealing have been taken so far into consideration by the European legislator not as principles, but as rules, or better as parts of a wider rule.

The peculiarity of good faith and fair dealing as implemented by European contract law so far is well caught by defining them (not as principles, but) as general clauses, in the same sense in which, moving from § 242 BGB, General-Klauseln have been elaborated by German legal culture.50 Despite providing legal


See supra, IV B.

standards to evaluate a behavior, they are to be considered rules, or pieces of a more complex rule.

A major change in that perspective could be, however, eventually provoked by the enactment of the proposed regulation on a common European sales law (CESL), which, at least as it has been drafted at the moment, marks the outcropping of true principles on the surface of European contract law. According to its hierarchical structure, which proceeds from the more general to the more specific, the CESL starts by explicitly mentioning and providing its own general principles, which are identified in freedom of contract (Article 1), good faith and fair dealing (Article 2), co-operation (Article 3).

In Article 2 CESL good faith and fair dealing are not taken into consideration as general clauses or legal standards (as European directives and regulations have done so far), but are invoked as (general) principles in themselves: they are not the expressions of some specific policies pursued by the supra-national regulation, but rather mark the switch from the rules enacted by the European legislator to the common core of the national laws of the Member States.

But even more relevant is that, when ruling on its own interpretation, the CESL has stated that this shall be autonomous and ‘in accordance with its objectives and the principles underlying it’ (Article 4, para 1). Moving from the concept of principles which we have developed before, the meaning of such a reference to the underlying principles is that, in case of uncertainty as to the meaning of the CESL, its provisions have to be interpreted in accordance with the common core of the laws of the Member States, because they identify the principles of European law.

To this understanding of Article 4, para 1, CESL can be apparently objected that the following paragraph of the same article at once adds that the interpretation of the CESL in accordance to its objectives and underlying principles shall be carried out ‘without recourse to the national law that would be applicable in the absence of an agreement to use the CESL or to any other law’. But in response it can be said that this final restriction does not apply to the common core of the laws of the Member States for several reasons.84

First, such a common core is not national law, because, belonging to the legal traditions which are common to the Member States, it is not in itself enacted by any legislative power and may not be said to be in force in any national legal order. On the contrary, it forms part of European law as a set of principles.

Secondly, but for similar reasons, such a common core may not be said to be applicable to a contract in the absence of an agreement to use the CESL. After all, principles are not rules which may be said to govern the contract; and anyway only a specific agreement between the parties could make that set of principles applicable to a contract.

If CESL is enacted, and its text remains unchanged as far as it is here concerned, it will lead European contract law to recognize the centrality of principles beyond rules and anyway the need of a more complex architecture, where both of them are balanced.

This shift of European law becomes more and more necessary to the extent that its territory is not yet surrounded by the narrow boundaries of some specific policies, like consumer protection or competition, however relevant they may be from a social, economic and political point of view. When the European Union begins to sail in the open sea of general private law (beginning with contract), the evocation of its principles, and therefore of the common laws of the Member States, becomes a sheer necessity, as it has been made evident already by the DCFR. By the way, it is not without a sense that, despite every attempt to deny or to lessen the fact, the DCFR was born and has grown as the blueprint of a European civil code.

---

81 Part I (Introductory provisions), ch 1 (General principles and application), sec 1 (General principles), art 1–3.
82 See supra III, IV.
83 The objection has been raised by Prof. Simon Whitaker during the SECOLA conference of Messina where the authors of this Essay have presented and discussed a former version of it.
84 In the opposite perspective, see M. Heidemann, 'European Private Law at the Crossroads: The Proposed European Sales Law' European Review of Private Law 20 (2012) 1128 et seq, who examining the so-called autonomous interpretation method accuses the users of transnational law to be all 'too tempted on reaching the interface with national law to understand the clauses to be a conflict rule and happily revert back to their own domestic laws'.
VI The Balance between Principles and Rules as a Device of Tuning the Level of European Regulation

A The Need to Include Implicit or Potential Consistencies in the Common Law of the Member States (cd *minimum maximorum*)

The distinction between principles and rules will be examined finally as a question of tuning the level of regulation between national and supranational legislators, and also between legislators and courts. Because of its extreme complexity, the topic can be only superficially sketched in this article.

Through the invocation of principles the European legislator promotes legal unity among Member States by enhancing the coordination and also the competition among them and among their legal orders. In order to achieve the institutional goals of the European Union, it is however to be pointed out that the common core of national laws should not be the outcome of a static or passive recognition of what at first glance looks already to be shared. Such method would lead in fact to the lowest point of possible convergence among the Member States, according to the logic of the *minimum maximorum*. But the aim of promoting legal unity by way of the Union's law should impose instead an obligation to maximize the convergence and therefore to pursue the logic of the *minimum maximorum*. In other words, it is therefore necessary to include in the common core of the principles of European law also implicit and potential consistencies among Member States, with the only impassable limit being that of the 'not inconsiderable divergences' specified by the European Court of Justice in the *case Hoechst*.

---


because in some specific and well recognizable contexts such coordination and competition are exposed to the risk of failing.91

In this sense, the principle of subsidiarity is aimed not only at defending national States from a possible subtraction of their sovereignty by the European Union, but also, and perhaps even more, at tuning the best level of legislation, especially in front of the distinction between principles and rules. The tool of subsidiarity fixes the break-point beyond which making law through principles shall surrender to making law through rules.

In our understanding, at the European level rules, as opposed to principles, promote legal unity among Member States by cancelling the national differences among them. But as it has been so many times elucidated by the scholars who study European integration from an economic point of view, this way of making law hides many dangers, too.

If the counterbalance of making law through principles is the failure of market, then that of making law through rules at the European level is the failure of the European Union itself as a regulator.92

Unlike national laws, the Union’s law does not have to cope so much with a real criticism by scholarship, which is still mainly national. And it also does not have to cope so much with market pressure, because the level of regulation is too high and too far from the players and fundamentally is also politically irresponsible.

D The Principle of Subsidiarity as a Tool for Adjusting the Level of Regulation

The tool to adjust the level of regulation between principles and rules at the European level is still that of subsidiarity, which however should be taken even more seriously than the past, especially by the Court of Justice when controlling the validity of the legislative acts of the Union. But this issue goes much beyond the limits which are necessarily appropriate for this article.

Our intention so far was only that of pointing out that even the most traditional concepts of private law, when used at the European level, should not be defined and discussed on the basis of their definition in the national context. On the contrary, the legal concepts should be each time rethought and reexamined from a point of view which shall be consistent with the architecture and the nature of the Union’s law. Scholarship may hope to contribute to the goal of European unity only if it has the courage to depart from the reassuring paths of legal nationalism and to develop the dogmatics of private law which can prove truly European.93

